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Australia took center stage with the central bank leaving interest rates unchanged at 
2.25%, surprising the market & sending the AU$ sharply higher, though it did leave 
the door wide open for easing at future policy meetings. 

AU$/$ surged higher, absorbing offers at 0.7790,tripping stops above & rallying to a 
high of 0.7845 before option related offers ahead of 0.7850 capped the rise. A break 
opens up a move to 0.7900/20. 

Australian new home approvals rose 7.9% in January to a record high, evidence that 
record low interest rates were helping to fill the hole left by a cooling mining sector. 

Australian Q4 current account deficit was AU$ 9.6 billion, slightly better than the AU$ 
11 billion forecast. The net export impact on GDP was +0.7%, again slightly higher 
than the +0.6% expected. 

 

$/Yen came under pressure after Etsuro Honda, an economic advisor to PM Abe, 
told the WSJ in an interview that $/Yen may be at the upper limit of its comfort zone 
& strength above 120.00 was unsustainable. The comments pulled $/Yen off a 3 
week high at 120.27 down towards bids ahead of 119.50. 

 

EUR/$ sidelined, barely trading in Asia with the focus elsewhere. Talk of sovereign 
offers at 1.1250, with buyers tipped at 1.1150 & 1.1100, both presumed option levels. 
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